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Nima, these two women are sick. Lao Tzu has a magic pill, but he just stole it?
Yue Feng didn’t speak, and he didn’t bother to stumble with them.
Sun Yao took a deep breath: “Great Sage, I can see that your brother treats you very
well. I have given you all the elixir like the Immortal Pill, haha, hurry up and eat it.
” Live the fervent heart.
Seriously, at this moment, Sun Yao really wanted to take the Immortal Pill. He is now a
rank 5 general, if he takes the Immortal Pill, he can be promoted to Marquis Wu!
Wuhou! This rank, in the mundane world, is definitely the strongest among the strong!
But… Sun Dasheng is now the head of the Sun family. Whether the Sun family can
flourish in the future depends on the Dasheng. So let this fairy pill be given to the
grandson.
But Sun Dasheng smiled and said, “Grandpa, you have been stuck in the fifth rank of
generals for several years. You should take it. I will soon enter the Shangwu Academy,
and there will be more opportunities in the future.”
“No!” Sun Yao With a determined face, although I really want to take it, I need to be
rational now: “You still eat it, I’m getting older, breaking through the realm doesn’t
matter to me, and you still have a long life, there will be more opportunities in the future,
and at the same time There are also many dangers to face. It is only good for you to
increase your strength. Listen to grandpa, you eat…”
“No… let’s take it.”
“What? When you grow up, you don’t listen to grandpa’s words. Already ?”
For a while, the grandfather and grandson gave in to each other and couldn’t stand.
“Don’t let the two of you go, I still have one.” At this moment, Yue Feng said with a
smile, and then took out another Immortal Pill from his body.
What?
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For a moment, the hall was completely silent.
Even Tang Xin and Tang Xue couldn’t help but look at Yue Feng more at this time.
You must know that the temptation of every immortal pill to practitioners is
indescribable!
Seeing everyone’s expressions, Yue Feng smiled and handed the Immortal Pill to Sun
Dasheng: “Okay, now both of your grandfather and grandson have one, don’t let it go,
hurry up and take it.”
“Fengzi, you. .” Sun Dasheng was so excited that he didn’t treat him politely, and while
laughing, he swallowed the Immortal Pill.
Sun Yao also quickly swallowed the elixir.
The grandfather and grandson were extremely excited and restless.
At this moment, Tang Xin calmed down, her face full of urgency: “Yue Feng, do you still
have it?”
She and her sister Tang Xue were also stuck in the fifth stage of martial arts for a long
time. Breakthrough success.
Seeing that Yue Feng took out two Immortal Pills in a row, his eyes suddenly became
eager.
“If you have one, give us one too.” At this time, Tang Xue couldn’t help but say.
It’s just that their tone of voice is really uncomfortable, and it is still a high-level attitude.
“I’m sorry, I only have two Immortal Pills on me, I’m gone.” Yue Feng said lightly,
without even looking at them.
You mocked me just now, and mocked so vigorously.
Now you want magic pills again?
Treat me like a child, think it’s so easy to coax?
But then again, I really only have two on my body. No time for alchemy these days!
Tang Xin and Tang Xue’s expressions froze, and they immediately showed a trace of
displeasure.
It’s just that Sun Yao was present, the two women didn’t dare to say anything more.

At this time, Sun Yao was incapable of drinking, and he just took the Immortal Pill, so he
got up to say goodbye and went to the room to rest.
As soon as his forefoot left, Tang Xin looked at Yue Feng and sneered: “After a long
time, you only have two immortal pills?”
“That is, if I guess correctly, you must have stolen it from somewhere.” Tang Xue
answered, his tone was full of sarcasm: “You are very courageous, you steal the elixir,
get caught, and be careful to break your legs. Your whole family’s life is not worth these
two elixir.”
Yue The atmosphere laughed.
These two women, if they can’t get the magic pill, they immediately turn their faces.
With a sneer in his heart, Yue Feng said lightly: “You guys are really flattering me. Who
doesn’t protect me as a treasure? I don’t have the ability to steal it from others. If you
think it’s easy, steal it too. Let me take a look at two.”
“You…”
Tang Xue blushed and was speechless for a while, stood up and said to Sun Dasheng,
“Cousin, we have something to do.” As
she said , the two sisters stood up and walked out of the hall on high heels.
When they left, the sisters were full of arrogance and didn’t even look at Yue Feng.
I thought I could get the Immortal Pill from Yue Feng. In the end, he only had two, so
there was no need to waste words with him.
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That night, Dasheng Sun and Yue Feng drank till the middle of the night.
The two big men were bragging and chatting. I can’t remember how much I drank, and I
don’t even know how I got back to the room in the end.
Early the next morning, while Yue Feng and Sun Dasheng were sleeping peacefully, Li
Nan walked in on high heels.
Today, Li Nan is wearing a black fringed dress with looming tattoos, which is sexy and
charming.

Li Nan stepped forward and said, “Yue Feng, Great Sage, get up quickly. It’s already
dawn, and I’m still sleeping. It’s time to report to Shangwu Academy today, so you won’t
forget it.” The
voice fell, and Sun Dasheng suddenly woke up and sat down with a jolt . He got up,
patted his forehead and said, “Oh, if you don’t tell me, I really forgot. Fengzi, hurry up,
hurry up and wash your face!”
…
Today’s Donghai City is extraordinarily lively.
The opening of Shangwu Academy today caused a huge sensation in Donghai City.
Everyone wants to go and see the fun.
The entrance of this fashion martial arts academy is full of private cars. In the square in
front of the school, there are already 20,000 or 30,000 students waiting.
On such occasions, as a qualified man, the most important thing, of course, is to see
beautiful women.
I have to say that there are many girls in Shangwu Academy, and they are very
beautiful.
“Look at you, the girls in skirts over there look good.”
“The beautiful women in shorts over there are called sexy!” The
boys whispered.
In the crowd, there are not some familiar figures. Liu Xuan, Liu Qianshuang, Liu
Zhiyuan. Xiao Yuruo, Qin Shousheng… they all came to attend the Martial Arts
Academy.
Whoa!
At this moment, there was an exclamation from the crowd.
For a time, everyone followed the sound.
Only a Rolls-Royce was seen, approaching from a distance.
“Damn it, Rolls-Royce!”
“Is this car several million? I heard that an umbrella in the car is worth one hundred
thousand!” There

was a loud discussion in the square. I saw that Rolls-Royce stopped, followed by a
young man, walking down slowly. It was Hao Jian.
At this time, he was wearing a famous brand, and his hair was dyed yellow on purpose,
and he looked extremely awkward. However, when he stepped down from Rolls-Royce,
no matter how badly he looked, some people said he was handsome.
I only saw a lot of girls, showing the eyes of nympho.
But at this moment, Zhou Qin was also beside Hao Jian. Compared with Zhou Qin,
those girls paled.
Hao Jian shook his head, thinking he was handsome. He enjoyed the feeling of being
noticed.
It turned out to be handsome for only three seconds, and then I heard another
commotion from the crowd on the other side.
From a distance, a Lamborghini is approaching!
“Damn it, a sports car, a sports car!”
“It’s the first time I saw this car, it’s so handsome! It’s more than ten million dollars!” The
boys were very excited when they saw that they were fans of the car. Some girls even
couldn’t wait to gather around to see which son it was.
With an engine roar, the Lamborghini stopped and the doors opened slowly. A
handsome young man got out of the car.
“Eldest young master of the Lin family, Lin Yuntian!”
The Lin family is in the clothing industry. The industry is spread over several nearby
cities. Definitely a big family! Lin Yuntian is the eldest young master of the Lin family.
I have to say, this Lin Yuntian is very handsome, and with a luxury car, it really drives
girls crazy.
Sure enough, a few girls suddenly became his little fans, screaming non-stop.
“Look! Someone is here again!” At this moment, no one in the crowd said this, and then
everyone looked over!
Seeing this, the audience was silent!

I saw a lengthened Lincoln coming slowly. On both sides of the car, more than 100 men
in black followed, walking in neat steps, slowly coming, wearing uniform black suits, the
scene was extremely shocking!
This, this scene is too big! who is this? !
Many of the rich second generation present were stunned.
hiss!
This extended Lincoln is still a limited edition, with no more than five vehicles in the
world!
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This luxury car is already conspicuous, and there are more than 100 people protecting
this car! This, this is so shocking!
Those who can sit in this kind of car are definitely big people with prominent
backgrounds, and they are not comparable to people from small families like them.
Who is the person in the car?
Did you also come to Shangwu Academy to report?
Shocked in the hearts of everyone, and the eyes gathered, the car slowly stopped at the
gate.
The next moment, a hundred men in black quickly lined up in two rows and opened the
car door very respectfully.
In the next second, a slender and sexy beauty slowly got down from the car.
Whoa!
At this moment, everyone present held their breath.
beautiful!
So beautiful!
A long black dress brings out the cold and noble temperament, and that sexy and
graceful figure is really beautiful!
This woman’s body is filled with a high-cold breath!

Not only those ordinary people were dumbfounded, but even those rich children were
dumbfounded.
“This…this is the eldest lady of the Nalan family in Kyoto, Nalan is pleased?!”
“Oh my God, she has come to sign up for the Martial Arts Academy?”
Someone shouted, causing an uproar in the surrounding area.
The Nalan family in Kyoto is a big family with a long history, and the family industry is all
over the place! Not only that, it is said that there are several members of the Nalan
family who are elders of the Tianshan faction!
Unexpectedly, the eldest lady of the Nalan family can actually appear here.
“Miss Nalan Xinran is so beautiful. If I can sleep with her for one night, it will be worth
dying.”
“Don’t dream, this kind of goddess is not something we can think about…
” When they were busy, they saw a school staff member walking out of the school with
the list.
“The list is about to be posted, and it’s about to be divided into classes!”
Yes, on this list, it is written which person is assigned to which class.
Everyone gathered around at once.
It was at this time that a private car came slowly from a distance.
Afterwards, Yue Feng and Sun Dasheng got out of the car.
Holy crap, so many people?
Seeing that the square in front of him was crowded with tens of thousands of people,
Yue Feng was stunned.
On the way here just now, it was blocked, and I thought it would be better when I got to
the academy. Unexpectedly, there are more people at the gate of the school.
The gate of Shangwu Academy is quite domineering. A full forty meters wide.
On the left side of the gate, there are four big characters: Liuhe Duzun.
There are also four big characters on the right: Shangwu Tianxia.

The meaning of these words is very obvious. The six factions are united as one, and the
world is the only one. No one force can compete with it. After all, this martial arts
academy was co-founded by six sects.
“Fuck, Fengzi, classes have already started, come and have a look!” said Sun Dasheng.
There were so many people that Yue Feng and Sun Dasheng managed to squeeze in,
and after searching for a long time, they found their name.
“Hahaha, Fengzi, we are in the same class.” Sun Dasheng said with a smile: “And my
eldest cousin and second cousin, we have four in one class!”
Yue Feng took a closer look and saw that the four of them were in one year’s class.
Class sixteen.
“Yue Feng!”
At this moment, a familiar voice with joy came, and then, a slender and charming figure
walked over quickly.
It was Liu Xuan.
As soon as Liu Xuan appeared, the eyes of many men around her immediately
converged.
Such a beautiful woman, who is lucky enough to be in the same class as her!
When she got to the front, Liu Xuan gently took Yue Feng’s hand: “Yue Feng, are you
still angry with me? I know I’m wrong, it’s really wrong.”
Her voice was so small that it was only her and Yue Feng . can hear.
Yue Feng did not speak, nor did he want to speak.
“Sister-in-law, are you here too? Haha…” At this moment, Sun Dasheng came over and
greeted Liu Xuan with a smile.
Although he was seriously injured because of her. But she was Yue Feng’s wife after
all, so she definitely couldn’t hold grudges.
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“Sun Dasheng??”
Liu Xuan was stunned.

I heard that he was slashed more than 30 times, and his tendons and tendons were
broken.
What…. nothing at all?
Thinking to herself, Liu Xuan bit her lip tightly, and said in an embarrassed low voice,
“Da Sheng, I’m sorry, that night I…”
Before she could finish speaking, Sun Da Sheng laughed and waved her hand: “Sisterin-law is serious. , Fengzi and I are brothers, seeing that you have something to do, how
can you ignore it? Haha…”
Sun Dasheng’s burst of laughter suddenly eased the awkward atmosphere.
Liu Xuan smiled and looked at Yue Feng subconsciously. Seeing that he hadn’t paid
attention to himself, he was a little anxious.
“Yue Feng, you, don’t be mad at me, okay, I know it’s wrong, I really know it’s wrong…”
Liu Xuan bit her lip and said softly.
Phew..
Yue Feng let out a long sigh of relief. Still with a straight face.
It’s not that he is pretending, but that he is really angry.
In his life, what he lacked the most was his brother. When I was in the Yue family, I had
many good friends. But after being expelled from the family, those so-called friends all
hid far away.
In Yue Feng’s world, those brothers who were born and died in others’ mouths were all
jokes. But after meeting Sun Dasheng, his mind changed.
Sun Dasheng is a brother who is worthy of friendship for a lifetime. But because of Liu
Xuan, the great sage was hacked more than 30 times, and he almost died! It’s really
hard to make up for this.
At this moment, a yin and yang strange voice came from behind.
“Yo, isn’t this the son-in-law of the Liu family? You don’t want to clean up at home, and
you also want to sign up for Shangwu Academy.”
Yue Feng frowned and looked back.
I saw Hao Jian came over with a sneer, followed by Zhou Qin.

Zhou Qin was wearing a conservative long dress today, with a pair of high heels
underneath. Even so, her sexy curves were perfectly presented.
Yue Feng smiled lightly and looked at Hao Jian: “What? Who stipulated that the son-inlaw who came to the house could not sign up?”
At this time, many children from wealthy families gathered around and stood behind
Hao Jian.
A hint of contempt appeared on the corner of Hao Jian’s mouth: “There are no rules, but
as soon as you come, you will lower the grade of our martial arts college.”
Speaking of this, he deliberately said loudly: “Hey, everyone, come and see, This kid is
the son-in-law of the door, hahahaha! You should have heard of him, hahaha!”
Sure enough, hearing this, many people around laughed out loud.
That wedding three years ago was the laughing stock of the entire Donghai City.
Zhou Qin couldn’t listen anymore, so he pulled Hao Jian and said, “Can you stop being
like this?”
Zhou Qin didn’t come to school today. As the captain of the criminal police team, she
really has no time to come here. She just came to send Hao Jian to school.
“To tell the truth, don’t let it go.” Hao Jian muttered, “Who is there, who doesn’t know
that he is the son-in-law who came to the house?”
Yue Feng chuckled and did not respond.
On the other hand, Sun Dasheng couldn’t help it, and he stood up at once: “Hao Jian,
you are so cheap, you are so cheap, do you have something wrong?”
Mad, this idiot.
Push your nose on your face, don’t you need a beating?
Yue Feng could bear it, but Sun Dasheng couldn’t bear it. He pointed at Hao Jian and
said, “Don’t be so rude, it’s just rude.”
Hao Jian was full of fear, but there were so many people at the time that he was
scolded a lot and felt ashamed, but he was still tough. Wrinkling his neck, he said, “Big
sage, I said Yue Feng, it doesn’t seem to have anything to do with you.” To
be honest, the Sun family’s strength is one of the best in Donghai City, and he can’t
afford it.

“Fuck you.”
Seeing him still comparing, Sun Dasheng was completely angry, and he rushed over
and punched him in the face.
“Ow!”
Hao Jian shouted, his left eye swelled up in an instant, and he wanted to cry without
tears.
Before he could react, Sun Dasheng kicked him to the ground.
The people around let out an exclamation, but they didn’t dare to come up to persuade
him to fight. In Donghai City, who doesn’t know that Sun Dasheng’s fiery temper has
angered him, and being beaten is considered a bargain, it’s better than being cut down!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng secretly laughed in his heart, and then hurried over to pull
the frame: “Great Sage, the Great Sage has gone, what are you talking about with this
kind of jumping clown.”
He said so, but Yue Feng was pulling the frame at the moment, Taking the opportunity
to kick Hao Jian.
This kick kicked him directly on the head, causing him to drop a dog to chew on the
mud.
“Oh, I’m so sorry.” Yue Feng said with a smile, looking careless.
“Yue Feng, your special code!” Hao Jian was angry, but he couldn’t say a word.
“Yue Feng, Sun Dasheng, you are enough.” At this moment, Zhou Qin walked over on
high heels and said, “This is the gate of the academy, you are still doing it!”
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Zhou Qin helped Hao Jian up. He is his fiancé, can he feel comfortable when he sees
him being beaten?
Zhou Qin and Sun Dasheng are also ‘old acquaintances’. One is the biggest bastard in
the East China Sea, and the other is the police flower in the East China Sea. The two
talked a lot.
Sun Dasheng in Donghai City is equivalent to the emperor of the earth. Unless he
commits a big thing, Zhou Qin really can’t catch him.

Sun Dasheng spat fiercely: “Ma De, you need to be beaten.” Then he walked to the
side.
Hao Jian wanted to cry but had no tears. Nima, Sun Dasheng’s punch was so hard just
now that his head was still buzzing.
However, I felt a little dissatisfied and dared not say anything more.
Seeing that Sun Dasheng stopped, Zhou Qin secretly let out a sigh of relief.
Then he pulled Yue Feng and walked to a corner beside him.
“Hey, hey, what are you pulling me for?” Yue Feng muttered. In a blink of an eye, the
two of them had already walked a long way.
At this time Zhou Qin stopped, bit his lip and whispered, “Good brother, I want to ask
you something .
“
It’s alright, just call me brother.
Zhou Qin said softly: “That….do you still have the Immortal Pill on you? Can you give
me another one?”
What?
Want magic pills again?
The last time I gave Hao Jian the immortal pill, this kid was still cursing. It’s annoying to
remember!
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng smiled casually: “I’m gone, let’s talk about it another
day.”
It’s really gone. The last two yesterday were given to Sun Dasheng and his grandfather.
Zhou Qin bit his lip tightly and pleaded softly: “Good brother, please, please help me.” A
week later, the Emei faction will hold a division meeting in Donghai City. Participating in
this meeting was an elder who had a very good relationship with Zhou Qin. My name is
Su Wan.
Su Wan was in her thirties, and she was extremely talented. She was the youngest and
most beautiful elder of the Emei Sect. She has been stuck in the realm of the fifth rank
military commander.

So, taking advantage of this teacher’s meeting, Zhou Qin wanted to give her a gift. If
she can give her a magic pill, she must be very happy!
At this moment, I saw the gate of the academy. A security guard walked out and
shouted with a loudspeaker: “Classmates, classmates! The classes have been
assigned. All students, hurry up and enter the academy and find your own class.”
As soon as the voice fell, the tens of thousands of people gathered at the gate of the
academy rushed in like a tide, and it looked very spectacular from a distance.
Everyone who entered was filled with excitement and excitement.
As long as you enter the Shangwu Academy, the future is limitless.
What the hell! They are in school! Yue Feng hurriedly ran back to school: “Okay, okay,
I’ll talk about the Shenxiandan tomorrow. I’ll go to school first.”
“Good brother, don’t forget, I’ll contact you tomorrow!” There, shouted softly.
There are tens of thousands of freshmen in the College of Business. There are
hundreds of classes. Yue Feng’s Class 16 is on the third floor of the teaching building.
When we arrived at the class, the classroom was already full of people. Every student
was excited and kept discussing. The classroom was full of chaos. If you don’t know,
you thought you were in the market.
But it’s no wonder, can’t you be excited about successfully entering the Martial Arts
Academy?
As soon as he walked to the door, he heard Sun Dasheng shouting: “Fengzi, come
here, sit here.”
Sun Dasheng sat in the middle row of the class and waved with a smile.
Yue Feng smiled and walked over.
When he was about to reach his position, Yue Feng’s body was shocked, and he was
attracted by a cold and graceful figure.
On the front table of Sun Dasheng sat a woman of extraordinary quality, as cold as an
iceberg. It was Nalan gladly.
Compared with the liveliness around him, Nalan Xinran was very quiet, the kind of quiet
that kept people from thousands of miles away. The temperament on her body is
enough to make any man fascinated by her.

beautiful.
So beautiful.
Naturally de-carved, clear water produces hibiscus, ice muscle and jade snow.
I didn’t expect that there would be such a beautiful girl in the class.
Yue Feng couldn’t help but glanced at two more eyes, and said in a low voice with a
smile: “Okay, Dasheng, this position is well chosen, sitting behind the beauty, hahaha!”
Sun Dasheng also smiled proudly. : “That’s necessary. Of course, only the two of us
can sit in such a good position.”
As he was talking, the sound of high-heeled shoes came, and a beautiful woman in
business clothes walked straight to the podium.
This beautiful woman is about thirty years old, and she has a really good figure. Under
the wrapping of professional clothes, her curves are vividly displayed, but her face has a
bit of majesty.
“Everything is quiet.” The
voice fell, and the class was silent.
The beautiful woman looked around: “My name is Ji Yun, I am the elder of the Xiaoyao
faction, and also your head teacher.”
Wow.
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